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ABSTRACT

The equatorial deep jets (EDJs) are a ubiquitous feature of the equatorial oceans; in the Atlantic Ocean, they

are the dominant mode of interannual variability of the zonal flow at intermediate depth. On the basis of more

than 10 years of moored observations of zonal velocity at 238W, the vertically propagating EDJs are best de-

scribed as superimposed oscillations of the 13th to the 23rd baroclinic modes with a dominant oscillation period

for all modes of 1650 days. This period is close to the resonance period of the respective gravest equatorial basin

mode for the dominant vertical modes 16 and 17. It is argued that since the equatorial basinmode is composed of

linear equatorial waves, a linear reduced-gravity model can be employed for each baroclinic mode, driven by

spatially homogeneous zonal forcing oscillating with the EDJ period. The fit of the model solutions to obser-

vations at 238W yields a basinwide reconstruction of the EDJs and the associated vertical structure of their

forcing. From the resulting vertical profile of mean power input and vertical energy flux on the equator, it follows

that the EDJs are locally maintained over a considerable depth range, from 500 to 2500m, with the maximum

power input and vertical energy flux at 1300m. The strong dissipation closely ties the apparent vertical propa-

gation of energy to the vertical distribution of power input and, together with the EDJs’ prevailing downward

phase propagation, requires the phase of the forcing of the EDJs to propagate downward.

1. Introduction

The equatorial deep jets (EDJs) are vertically alter-

nating, stacked zonal jets along the equator that are a

feature of all equatorial ocean basins. They were first

discovered in the Indian Ocean by Luyten and Swallow

(1976) and subsequently observed in the Pacific (Hayes

andMilburn 1980; Leetmaa and Spain 1981; Firing 1987;

Johnson et al. 2002) and Atlantic Oceans (Eriksen 1982;

Gouriou et al. 2001; Johnson and Zhang 2003; Bunge

et al. 2008; Brandt et al. 2011). In the Atlantic, the EDJs

are the dominant signal of interannual zonal velocity

variability at the intermediate depth range spanning

from 200 to 3000m (Brandt et al. 2011). They have

amplitudes of up to 20 cm s21 with vertical scales ranging

from 300 to 700m and zonal scales comparable to the

width of the basin (Bourlès et al. 2003; Johnson and

Zhang 2003; Bunge et al. 2008; Brandt et al. 2011).

Moored current meter observations at 108 (Bunge et al.

2008) and 238W (Bunge et al. 2008; Brandt et al. 2011)

revealed an unambiguous downward phase propagation

of the EDJs with an associated time scale of about 4.5 yr.

This is consistent with phase estimates by Johnson and

Zhang (2003) based on a large body of hydrographic

station data and these authors, among others, noted the

good correspondence of the EDJs to linear first me-

ridional mode Rossby wave dynamics. Notably, the

meridional structure of the EDJs is 50% wider than

what is expected based on linear theory, given their

observed vertical scale (Johnson and Zhang 2003;

Youngs and Johnson 2015).

In the presence of a mean zonal tracer gradient and

dissipation, linear waves are able to produce a time-mean

tracer fluxdown the gradient. Indeed,Gouriou et al. (2001)
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found evidence that the EDJs transport CFC-11 rich

North Atlantic Deep Water along the equator from

within the deep western boundary current (DWBC) to

at least 358W. Based on an advection–diffusion model

driven by an EDJ-like flow field, Brandt et al. (2012)

found a good correspondence between the modeled and

observed oxygen variability at the equator and inferred

a net eastward flux of oxygen along the equator. These

results point to the importance of the EDJs, but also of

the mean equatorial intermediate current system

(EICS), as defined by Ascani et al. (2010), for deter-

mining the mean distribution of tracers and their vari-

ability in the equatorial Atlantic Ocean. However, these

current systems are not well represented or missing

in state-of-the-art ocean general circulation models

(OGCMs; Ascani et al. 2010, 2015). Dietze and Loeptien

(2013) argue that the persisting problem of too little

oxygen in the deep eastern equatorial basins in Earth

system models can be attributed to this model de-

ficiency, and Getzlaff and Dietze (2013) supported this

argument by parameterizing the effect of the EICS and

EDJs as an enhanced zonal diffusivity, which led to

improved distributions of temperature, salinity, oxygen,

and nutrients in their model.

The simplest model of the EDJs is an equatorial basin

mode (Cane and Moore 1981), which is an eigenmode

of a zonally bounded equatorial basin. It consists of an

equatorial Kelvin wave and the gravest equatorial long

Rossby wave, which reflect at the eastern and western

boundary, respectively. The characteristic period of the

basin mode is the sum of the time it takes each wave to

cross the basin. The observed scales of the EDJs show

good correspondence to the characteristics of the gravest

equatorial basin mode of the dominant vertical normal

mode in each equatorial basin (Youngs and Johnson

2015). Also, features in idealized numerical models

resembling the EDJs show a similar correspondence

(D’Orgeville et al. 2007). Furthermore, Ascani et al.

(2015) and Matthießen et al. (2015) reported close

correspondence of the EDJs in their nonlinear model to

the analytical solution of a dissipative linear equatorial

basin mode.

In the framework of linear wave dynamics, the ob-

served downward phase propagation of the EDJs im-

plies upward energy propagation (Gill 1982), which

requires a source of energy at depth and a sink near the

ocean surface. Indeed, Brandt et al. (2011) found evi-

dence of observed surface climate variability in the

equatorial Atlantic region at the period of the Atlantic

EDJs and argued that this variability is driven by the

surface expression of the EDJs. Also Matthießen et al.

(2015) found a linkage in time scale between the vari-

ability of the North Equatorial Countercurrent (NECC)

and the EDJs in their model and argued, based on the

diagnosed vertical energy flux, which was shown to be

upward, that this is an impact of the EDJs on the NECC.

However, the source of energy feeding the EDJs still

remains unclear. A promising candidate is the rectifi-

cation of deep, equatorial, intraseasonal variability in

the form of short Yanai waves to generate or maintain

the EDJs. There are two proposed mechanisms. First,

Hua et al. (2008) demonstrated that zonally short Yanai

waves of large vertical scale and westward phase prop-

agation, which are subject to barotropic shear instability,

destabilize and form stacked equatorial zonal jets of

small vertical scale. The vertical scale of these jets is set

by the zonal scale of the basic Yanai wave, a finding that

was confirmed by idealized numerical simulations

(D’Orgeville et al. 2007; Ménesguen et al. 2009) and is

consistent with a more realistic model configuration

(Eden and Dengler 2008), in which Yanai waves are

shed by fluctuations of the DWBC. However, these

simulations have difficulty capturing the direction of

vertical propagation. Second, Ascani et al. (2015)

showed that in idealized numerical simulations, pairs of

short intraseasonal Yanai waves produced by the un-

stable equatorial surface currents interact nonlinearly

via the meridional advection term (yuy) in the zonal

momentum equation and drive vertically stacked equa-

torial jets that resemble the observed Atlantic EDJs.

Although this mechanism can explain the maintenance

of EDJs, it cannot account for the selection of their

vertical scale and the direction of vertical propagation.

It should be noted here that the internal wave field might

alsomaintain the EDJs in the context of wave–mean flow

interactions by momentum flux divergence, which acts

to sustain the vertical shear between individual jets

(Muench and Kunze 1999, 2000).

Although the EDJs are often modeled as linear

equatorial basin modes, the jets themselves are not fully

linear. Ascani et al. (2015) showed that in their numer-

ical representation of the EDJs, the nonlinear interac-

tion of the EDJs, via the zonal advection term (uux) in the

zonal momentum equation, is one of the major sinks of

energy for the EDJs in their model, transferring energy to

the time-mean, large vertical scale Lower Equatorial

Intermediate Current (Firing et al. 1998). Additionally,

as noted above, the yuy terms are thought to act pre-

dominantly as forcing terms for the EDJs via the non-

linear interaction of intraseasonal Yanai waves (Ascani

et al. 2015), which are independent of the EDJs. It fol-

lows that the nonlinear terms in the zonal momentum

budget can be parameterized as a dissipation and forcing

in a linear model of the EDJs.

Regardless of the actual driving mechanism, the EDJs

must be maintained over a considerable depth range
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while they propagate vertically. This becomes apparent

from an estimate of the effective lateral diffusivity that is

felt by the EDJs and acts to broaden their meridional

structure with respect to inviscid linear theory. To ob-

tain the observed 50% broadening that is observed in

the Atlantic (Johnson and Zhang 2003), Greatbatch

et al. (2012) estimated a required effective diffusivity

Aeff of 100 to 300m2 s21. This estimate does not change

substantially if the effect of the barotropic mean flow on

the wave field is considered (Claus et al. 2014). In-

terestingly, a broadening of similar magnitude is also

observed in the Pacific and Indian Oceans (Muench

et al. 1994; Youngs and Johnson 2015). With a given

meridional scale Lu of roughly 120 km (Youngs and

Johnson 2015), the corresponding dissipation time scale

Ty for the Atlantic EDJs, given by

T
y
5

L2
u

A
eff

, (1)

ranges from 1.5 to 4.7 yr, which is about the same or less

than the oscillation period of the EDJs. Hence, in the

absence of forcing, an individual jet would have diffi-

culty propagating vertically a distance greater than its

vertical scale. In the presence of such strong damping, it

can be conjectured that the apparent vertical propaga-

tion of energy is closely tied to the vertical distribution

of power input into the EDJ current system. Moreover,

because of strong dissipation, it is also unlikely that the

EDJs feel the influence of the bottom topography if

the forcing is confined to a depth range well above the

shallowest bathymetric feature of the open equatorial

Atlantic, that being the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.

As noted above, several driving mechanisms have

been proposed in the literature so far (e.g., Muench and

Kunze 1999; Hua et al. 2008; Ascani et al. 2015), based

on either theoretical considerations or idealized nu-

merical modeling. To better understand the relative

importance of these mechanisms in the real ocean, an

observational estimate of the required momentum input

into the EDJs would be useful. Therefore, we address

the following question: What forcing is required to ob-

tain vertically propagating linear waves that have the

same properties as the observed EDJs in the Atlantic

Ocean? Our analysis is based on moored, long-term,

near-full-depth observations of zonal velocity on the

equator at 238W. These observations are used to extract

the EDJ signal expressed in terms of vertical normal

modes. Furthermore, the linearity of the phenomenon,

expressed by the close correspondence of the EDJs to

the gravest linear equatorial basin mode, is exploited to

obtain amplitude and phase information for each verti-

cal normal mode by means of a linear shallow-water

model. On this basis, the required magnitude and ver-

tical structure of the forcing can be estimated and the

Atlantic EDJ signal can be reconstructed throughout

the basin, facilitating quantification of both the power

input and vertical energy flux.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2

describes the fit of zonal velocity observations on the

equator at 238W to a set of vertically propagating waves.

This shows that most of the variability of the zonal

flow projects on three frequencies, corresponding to the

semiannual, annual, and 1650-day period, of which

the longest is associated with the EDJs. In section 3, the

response of a shallow-water model for each vertical

normal mode (hereafter denoted as the multimode

model) is obtained, in which each mode is driven by a

harmonic forcing that oscillates at the frequency of the

EDJs, as diagnosed in section 2. A summed multimode

model solution is subsequently derived by scaling and

phase shifting each mode so that it matches the fitted

observations on the equator at 238W.The resulting set of

scaling coefficients and respective phases describe the

vertical time structure of the forcing required to drive

the Atlantic EDJs in a linear system. The scaled multi-

mode solution gives a reconstruction of the EDJs’ signal

throughout the equatorial Atlantic basin and an analysis

of the associated power input and vertical flux of energy

is provided. In section 4, the results are summarized and

discussed.

2. Observational analysis

In what follows, it will be described how the obser-

vations of zonal velocity on the equator at 238W were

obtained and what data were used to estimate the mean

stratification of the tropical Atlantic basin, an important

parameter for determining the vertical structure func-

tions of the baroclinic modes and the associated gravity

wave speeds required to configure the multimode model

in section 3. Furthermore, a linear decomposition of the

zonal velocity observations into vertically propagating

waves, expressed in terms of vertical normal modes, is

described. This decomposition reveals that the vari-

ability of the zonal flow has three dominant periods

(semiannual, annual, and 1650 days) and that for each of

these periods, the energy is mostly contained in the

vertical mode that forms a resonant equatorial basin

mode close to that period. The analysis further elucidates

the vertical structure of EDJs.

a. Mean stratification and zonal velocity data

An essential part of our approach involves the fitting

of the observed zonal velocity on the equator at 238W
to vertical normal modes. Consequently, an accurate
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representation of the mean stratification at the location

of the observations is required. In the present work,

conservative temperature, pressure, and salinity profiles

from 47 CTD casts are used. These casts were collected

within 50km of the equator near 238W during five

cruises (listed in Table 1). Only those profiles that reach

down to at least 1200m were used. The individual tem-

perature and salinity profiles were bin averaged on a

uniform 10-m vertical grid to a maximum depth of

4500m. Then, for each cast separately, the buoyancy

frequency profile was computed from the locally refer-

enced potential density, and these profiles were aver-

aged to obtain themean stratification used to deduce the

structure functions and gravity wave speeds associated

with the corresponding vertical normal modes. Brandt

et al. (2008) showed that most of theAtlantic EDJ signal

is contained in a broad band spanning baroclinic modes

7 to 25, which is why in this work the first 40 normal

modes are used in order to resolve the observed vertical

scales. The vertical structure functions of pressure p̂n

were normalized, so that they form an orthonormal set.

For the objective of the present work, a dense, deep-

reaching, and long set of observations are of invaluable

importance. Hence, we use processed zonal current

measurements from the subsurface mooring at 238W on

the equator, collected from February 2004 to May 2014

(Fig. 1). The upper part of the water columnwas covered

by two acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCPs) sam-

pling a depth range from near the surface to 600–800m

and provided, after detiding and subsampling, velocity

data with daily resolution (Brandt et al. 2012). The

depth range between 1000 to 3500m was covered by a

McLane Moored Profiler (MMP) from which the data

could be successfully recovered at least in parts for three

deployment periods of about 1.5 yr each. These instru-

mentsmeasure various state parameters, including zonal

velocity, while moving along the mooring cable, which

takes about 3 h for one profile. The upward and down-

ward profiles were separated by 6 h with these paired

profiles acquired every 4 days. The gap between the

ADCP and MMP measurements was bridged by single-

point current meters at varying depths, depending on

the deployment period. All data from the three different

sets of devices were mapped on a common grid having a

temporal resolution of 7 days and the same vertical axis as

the normal-modedataset. Thedeepest valid values of zonal

velocity were used to extend the dataset down to 4500m,

but only if the measurement was taken below 3000m.

b. Harmonic normal-mode decomposition of zonal
velocity

The observed zonal velocity is fit in a least squares

sense to a set of steadily oscillating, vertically propa-

gating linear waves, each of them expressed as a sum of

vertical normal modes based on the assumption of a flat

bottom (Gill 1982). Let V be the set of angular fre-

quencies of the considered waves and N the number of

vertical normal modes taken into account, then

u(z, t)5 �
v2V

�
N

n51

[(a
nv
eivt 1 a

nv
* e2ivt)1 a

n0
] p̂

n
(z) (2)

denotes the linear fitting model, where z is the ver-

tical coordinate, t is the time, anv and anv* are the

TABLE 1. Cruises during which the profiles were taken that were

used to compute the mean stratification at 238W on the equator.

Cruise Date

Meteor 68/2 June 2006

Meteor 80/1 November 2009

Maria S. Merian 18/2 May 2011

Maria S. Merian 22 November 2012

Meteor 106 May 2014

FIG. 1. (left) Moored zonal velocity observations at 238W on the equator. (right) Fitted energy spectrum of the

zonal velocity data shown on the left panel for each baroclinic mode. See text for a detailed description of the fitting

procedure. The solid line marks the resonance frequency of the gravest equatorial basin mode and the dashed line

corresponds to a period of 1650 days, which explains most variability in the interannual range.
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complex-valued fitting coefficients for the set of waves,

and an0 is the real-valued coefficient for the mean flow

structure. The p̂n is the vertical structure function for

pressure of the nth vertical normal mode, which is ob-

tained from the estimate of the mean stratification

described in the previous subsection. Although the

asterisk denotes the complex conjugate, the fitting

routine is not constrained to abide by this identity but

rather treats anv and anv* as independent parameters,

and a check for consistency is applied after the fitting is

done. Similarly, an0 is not constrained to be real valued

but is treated as complex valued. To arrive at an esti-

mate of the linear signal associated with the EDJs, a set

of the dominant frequencies and the time–mean flow

are simultaneously fit to the observed data to reduce

the effect of aliasing, which would be more pronounced

if single frequencies were fit independently.

c. Results

To arrive at a credible estimate of the EDJ structure

based on observations, the dominant modes of linear

variability and the associated periods must be identified.

Therefore, (2) was repeatedly fit to the zonal velocity

data for a single but varying frequency corresponding to

periods ranging from 14 to 3752 days. The sampled

frequencies are the same as would result from a discrete

Fourier transform of a complete time series with the

same length (;10 yr) and sampling frequency (7 days) as

the data used here. Although the modal energy estimate

following this approach, shown in Fig. 1, might be sub-

ject to aliasing, it still gives a good indication of which

periods are important. Most of the total variability ap-

pears to be captured by three distinct frequencies: the

semiannual cycle, the annual cycle, and a frequency of

about 0.2 cycles per year; the latter being the signature

of the EDJs. These frequencies together contain about

30% of the estimated total kinetic energy of the zonal

flow variability and have peak energy at vertical mode

numbers 2, 4, and 17, respectively. Interestingly, all

prominent peaks in the modal spectrum are located on

the resonance line of the gravest equatorial basin mode,

given by

n
res

5
c
n

4L
, (3)

whereL is the width of the basin at the equator, here 558
for the Atlantic Ocean, and cn is the gravity wave speed

of the nth vertical normal mode (Cane andMoore 1981).

This provides reassurance that our application of linear

dynamics in section 3 is appropriate.

While the annual and semiannual cycle are thought to

be externally driven by variations of the wind stress due

to the seasonalmigration of the intertropical convergence

zone (Johns et al. 2014), the frequency of the peak in

interannual variability cannot be specified a priori.

Hence, a second, repetitive fitting procedure is per-

formed, but now (2) consists of a set of three periods, only

with two being fixed as the semiannual and annual cycle

and the third period ranging from 1000 to 3000 days at

a 10-day increment. Most variance is explained for

periods ranging from 1500 to 1800 days with a maxi-

mum at 1650 days (Fig. 2). This maximum is close to the

1670-day period found by Brandt et al. (2011), based

on a 1.5-yr-long subset of the data used here and is

within the error bars of an estimate by Youngs and

Johnson (2015), based on CTD profiles from Argo

floats and historical shipboard CTD.

The fitted signals resemble, to a very high degree, not

only the seasonal variability, for example, of the Equa-

torial Undercurrent (EUC; Brandt et al. 2016), but also

the vertically propagating EDJs. The combined fitted

variability of all three periods (semiannual, annual, and

1650 days) explains 52% of the total variance of the

observed zonal flow, whereby the 1650-day signal in-

dividually explains a similar amount of variability (18%)

compared to the annual (27%) and substantially more

than the semiannual signal (6%). This high level of ex-

plained variance can readily be seen when comparing

the original data to the fitted zonal flow, shown in

Figs. 3a and 3b, respectively, and demonstrates the im-

portance of the three oscillation periods for explaining

the variability of the zonal flow on the equator at 238W
throughout the water column. To verify that the exten-

sion of the observed data to the full depth of 4500m has

no substantial impact on the estimated baroclinic

structure of the EDJs, the estimated vertical structures

FIG. 2. Fraction of variance of the observed zonal velocity ex-

plained by a fit using (2) consisting of three periods: the semiannual

cycle, annual cycle, and a period varying between 1000 and

3000 days.
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were used to extrapolate the fitted signal to fill the gaps

in the data. Figure 3c shows that below 3000m, most of

the variability that is not directly constrained by in situ

observations is projecting onto the semiannual period.

The baroclinic structure of the fitted EDJ signal in

terms of projected zonal velocity amplitude given by

2janvj and the corresponding phase is shown in Fig. 4.

The semiannual and annual variability have sharp peaks

at the second and fourth baroclinic mode, respectively

(Brandt et al. 2016), whereas the 1650-day period has a

broad peak ranging from mode 6 to 26. The mode

spectrum for the EDJ period is remarkably similar to the

baroclinic spectrum estimated by Brandt et al. (2008)

from a much shorter subset of the data used here,

indicating the robustness of the mode spectrum. The

corresponding phase increases with increasing mode

number for modes 13 and higher, a necessary require-

ment for a downward phase propagation. The prevail-

ing downward phase propagation can also be seen in

time–depth space above 2500-m depths in the upper-left

panel of Fig. 5.

3. Inferring the forcing and basinwide
reconstruction of the EDJs

This section starts with the configuration of the

multimode model used to determine the linear re-

sponse of the equatorial Atlantic to zonal forcing that

oscillates at the frequency of the EDJs. A method will

be described, whereby the response of the multimode

model together with the observed vertical structure of

the EDJs, estimated in section 2c, can be used to ob-

tain the vertical time structure of the forcing required

to drive the Atlantic EDJs in a linear system and to

reconstruct the EDJ’s signal throughout the equato-

rial Atlantic basin. Based on this reconstruction, an

analysis of the implied power input and vertical energy

flux of the EDJs is obtained.

a. Model details

The shallow-water model used for each vertical nor-

mal mode has a meridional extent of 208 either side of

the equator, and the coastline follows the 1000-m iso-

bath of the equatorial Atlantic basin. The equivalent

depth for each mode is chosen so that the associated

FIG. 3. (a) Zonal velocity at 238W on the equator with the data extended to full depth as described in the text. (b) Zonal velocity

obtained by fitting semiannual, annual, and 1650 days variability and a mean flow to the data shown in the left panel. (c) As in (b), but with

the gaps in the data being filled.

FIG. 4. (top) Amplitude of zonal velocity projected onto the

vertical normal modes, given by 2janvj, for the 1650-day period and

(bottom) corresponding phase. The light blue shading on both

panels indicates the range of modes used for filtering.
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gravity wave speed corresponds to the wave speed ob-

tained from the mean stratification of the equatorial

Atlantic (see section 2a). The dissipation is parameter-

ized by lateral mixing of momentum (see Greatbatch

et al. 2012). The lateral eddy viscosity is set to 300m2 s21,

a value that creates a meridional broadening in the

model that is comparable to that observed for Atlantic

EDJs (Greatbatch et al. 2012; Claus et al. 2014) and that

is consistent with an estimate by Brandt et al. (2008)

based on an oxygen budget analysis. Periodic forcing,

given by (4), is applied to the zonal momentum equation

with the same period as the EDJs’, specified here as

1650 days. The forcing is chosen to be spatially uniform

since the zonal wavelength of the EDJs is comparable to

the basin width and to avoid spurious interior Ekman

pumping due to curl in the spatial structure of the

forcing. Since the model results, and thereby the esti-

mated forcing, might depend on the choice of lateral

viscosity and possibly on the geometry of the model

domain, two sensitivity experiments were conducted

based on the configuration described above, which will

be denoted as CTRL. The first has a rectangular-shaped

basin geometry and is referred to as BOX, and the sec-

ond, which is referred to as LOWVISC, has a reduced

lateral eddy viscosity of 50m2 s21, a value that is just

large enough to avoid Rossby wave focusing due to beta

dispersion in the center of the basin (Claus et al. 2014).

b. Method

Since the underlying dynamics are assumed to be

linear (Johnson and Zhang 2003) and the observed

EDJs are dominated by a single frequency, the fre-

quency of the forcing for each mode is set equal to the

frequency of the EDJs, corresponding to the period of

1650 days. The multimode model is driven to a steady-

oscillating state for each mode with a forcing ~X in the

zonal momentum equation, given by

~X(t)5 eiv0t 1 e2iv0t , (4)

where v0 is the angular frequency associated with the

observed EDJs as diagnosed in section 2c.

FIG. 5. (top) Unfiltered and (bottom) band-filtered signal of (left) zonal velocity at 238W, diagnosed forcing based on (center) multi-

mode configuration CTRL, and (right) LOWVISC. The filtered signals consist only of baroclinic modes 13 to 23 of the corresponding

unfiltered one. Note the different color scale for the unfiltered and filtered forcing. The numbers given above the lower panels are the

percentages of variance the filtered signal explains of the respective unfiltered signal.
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In the steady-oscillating state, the model-computed

zonal velocity ~un for vertical normal mode n is fully

described by a spatially dependent, complex-valued

coefficient bn, such that

~u
n
(l, u, t)5 b

n
(l, u)eiv0t 1 b

n
*(l, u)e2iv0t, (5)

where l is longitude and u is latitude. Since the ampli-

tude of the forcing ~X is identical for all modes, jbnj
contains information about the resonance characteris-

tics of each mode at the given frequency v0, with jbnj
being relatively large when a resonant basin mode is

excited. Using bn 5 jbnjeifn , fn conveys the phase of ~un

relative to the forcing. In this notation, themore positive

the phase, the earlier the occurrence in time.

The next step is to adjust the multimode model solu-

tion so that it corresponds to the fitted observed zonal

velocity on the equator at 238W, given by anv0
in (2).

Therefore, for each mode, the simulated zonal velocity

fluctuation, represented by bn, is scaled and phase shif-

ted by multiplication with a complex coefficient fn,

which is simply given by

f
n
5

a
nv0

b
n
(l

0
, u

0
)
, (6)

where (l0, u0) are the coordinates of the grid point

closest to the location of the mooring where the obser-

vations were taken. Because of the linearity of the

multimode model, this corresponds to a scaling and

phase shifting of the forcing of the multimode model.

Hence, the set fn describes the time–depth structure of

the forcing X, which is required to drive the observed

EDJ signal in a linear system and is given by

X(z, t)5 �
N

n51

( f
n
eiv0t 1 f

n
*e2iv0t)p̂

n
(z) . (7)

The basinwide signal of the fitted EDJs, as they are

represented in the multimode model, can be recon-

structed by scaling the multimode model solution with

the set fn, so that

u(l, u, z, t)5 �
N

n51

[f
n
b
n
(l, u)eiv0t 1 f

n
*b

n
*(l, u)e2iv0t]p̂

n
(z).

(8)

An inevitable consequence of the formulation of (6)

is the sensitivity of the forcing to nonresonant modes.

At the equator, bn is relatively small for these modes,

which leads for a nonzero anv0
to a large fn compared to

that for resonant modes. This might contaminate the

estimate of the forcing. To overcome this issue, a filter

may be applied by considering only a subset G of

vertical modes in the estimation of the forcing [(7)]

and the reconstruction of the basinwide zonal velocity

signal [(8)]. Here, the choice of G is based on the am-

plitudes of the coefficients anv0
and their phase relation.

To isolate the modes that dominantly contribute to

the signal with downward phase propagation, shown

in Fig. 4, the baroclinic spectrum was subsampled to a

contiguous band of modes that contains the dominant

mode 17 and for which the phase increases with in-

creasing mode number. The band G chosen here spans

modes 13 to 23 (indicated by the blue shading in

Fig. 4).

c. Results

As mentioned in the previous subsection, it is nec-

essary to filter out modes of minor importance and the

filter is chosen to span modes 13 to 23. As shown in

Fig. 5, the filtered velocity signal, obtained from (8)

using a range of n from 13 to 23, is similar to the un-

filtered one using a range of n from 1 to 40, especially

above 2500-m depth. This can be quantified by noting

that the filter retains 78% of the variance of the un-

filtered signal. Although the filtering largely preserves

the velocity, it drastically alters the estimate of the

required forcing. As can be seen from Fig. 5, the fil-

tered forcing obviously lacks the large vertical scale

structure present in the unfiltered version since the low

baroclinic modes, which are far from resonance at the

forcing period, have been eliminated. The results show

that the variance of the filtered forcing explains about

3% of the variance of the unfiltered forcing; however,

the signal produced by the filtered forcing still explains

78% of the variance of the unfiltered signal in the zonal

velocity. Hence, only a small fraction of the forcing is

needed to produce most of the velocity signal, which

clearly emphasizes the importance of resonance for

the dynamics of the EDJs. The filtered forcing signal

has a notably similar vertical time structure as the

EDJs; in particular, it solely exhibits downward phase

propagation in the depth range between 500 and

3000m, which is consistent with the idea of in situ

maintenance of the EDJs by the forcing (Ascani

et al. 2015).

Since the vertical structure of the forcing is now

determined, the basinwide signature of the EDJs can

be reconstructed by evaluating the filtered version

of (8). In what follows, this reconstruction will be

validated against independent observations. Figure 6

shows reconstructed zonal velocity along the equator

on 1 June 2001, together with the amplitude and phase

of zonal velocity along the equator and estimates of

both zonal and vertical wavelengths. Here, the local

wavelengths are determined by the inverse of the
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zonal and vertical derivative of phase, respectively,

that is

l
x
5 2p

�
�
�
�

›x

›f

�
�
�
�

and l
z
5 2p

�
�
�
�

›z

›f

�
�
�
�
, (9)

where f is the phase and these wavelengths are only

determined where the amplitude exceeds e21 of the

overall maximum amplitude. The instantaneous zonal

velocity clearly shows a downward slope of the re-

constructed EDJs toward the east above 2000m, and

the associated phase indicates a westward and down-

ward phase propagation, a feature that is also observed

for the Atlantic EDJs (Johnson and Zhang 2003;

Youngs and Johnson 2015). The amplitude has little

zonal structure with distinct, vertically staggered

maxima at 108W, which are separated in the vertical by

about 300m. The overall maximum amplitude of zonal

velocity is found at 1300-m depth, which is again in

agreement with direct observations of zonal velocity

(Gouriou et al. 2001; Bourlès et al. 2003) and density

(Youngs and Johnson 2015). The zonal positions of

these maxima are controlled by the lateral mixing ap-

plied in the model configuration. In the (near) inviscid

limit, the maximum amplitude of an equatorial basin

mode is located in the center of the basin; increasing

the eddy viscosity leads to an eastward shift of this

maximum (Claus et al. 2014). The estimated range of

vertical wavelengths of 300 to 700m agrees very well

with observations (Gouriou et al. 2001; Bourlès et al.
2003; Johnson and Zhang 2003; Bunge et al. 2008;

Youngs and Johnson 2015) and the zonal wavelength

at the equator is about 808 to 2008 in the multimode

representation, which is shorter than the zonal wave-

length of an equatorial Kelvin wave (2158) being as-

sociated with the dominant vertical mode and

frequency of the EDJs and longer than the respective

gravest equatorial Rossby wave (728; see also Fig. 7).

On the equator, the Rossby wave and Kelvin wave

components of the resonant equatorial basin mode of

the dominant vertical mode superimpose, which may

lead to the broad range of zonal wavenumber esti-

mates on the equator. For the dominant vertical

wavelength, Youngs and Johnson (2015) estimated the

zonal wavelength of the EDJs’ Rossby wave compo-

nent by a plane wave fit to vertical strain profiles at

about 1.58N/S, where they foundmaximum variance in

vertical strain. For a linear equatorial Rossby wave,

these vertical strain maxima are associated with minima

of zonal velocity amplitude, which are close to 1.58 N/S

in the reconstructed zonal velocity, as shown in Fig. 7. At

about 2.58N/S, where the amplitude of the reconstructed

zonal velocity has off-equatorial maxima, the estimated

zonal wavelength matches the theoretically predicted

728 (Fig. 7) and is consistent with the estimate byYoungs

and Johnson (2015). Overall, the reconstructed zonal

velocity signal and independent observations of the

EDJs in the Atlantic (observations not used as input for

FIG. 6. Reconstruction of the 1650-day zonal velocity variability along the equator using themultimode experiment CTRL. (a) Snapshot

of zonal velocity corresponding to 1 Jun 2001. (b) Amplitude of the zonal velocity oscillation. The contour line corresponds to e21 of the

overall maximum. (c) Associated phase. (d) Distribution of local zonal wavelength in degrees longitude, estimated where the amplitude

exceeds e21 of its maximum. Shown is the median as a solid line and values between the 25th and 75th percentile are shaded in dark gray

and between the 5th and 95th percentile in lighter gray. (e) As in (d), but for the vertical wavenumber.
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the reconstruction) are in good agreement on the

equator and in its proximity.

With the reconstructed zonal velocity and the esti-

mated forcing, the resulting power input can be com-

puted. The zonally averaged, time-mean power input

on the equator, shown in Fig. 8, peaks at the same depth

as the maximum zonal velocity amplitude (cf. Fig. 6).

Above 2500m, the forcing actively maintains the EDJ

signal, whereby most of the power input is located be-

tween 1000 and 1750m. There, the maxima in power

input are at similar depths as the maxima in velocity

amplitude, suggesting that the forcing and the EDJ

signal are in phase in this depth range. The scaled

multimode model response also provides a recon-

struction of perturbation pressure p0 and vertical ve-

locity w. Hence, it is possible to diagnose the zonally

averaged, time-mean, vertical energy flux wp0, which is

also shown in Fig. 8. Upward propagation of energy is

prevailing throughout the water column and its vertical

profile is in close correspondence to the power input.

Hence, the divergence of vertical energy flux cannot

solely balance the power input, indicating the impor-

tance of other terms in the energy balance such as the

divergence of the horizontal energy flux and dissipa-

tion. Indeed, in the horizontally integrated energy

budget, the only term that can balance the power input

at 1300-m depth is the dissipation.

In the presence of strong dissipation, as assumed here,

the apparent vertical propagation is closely linked to

the vertical time structure of the forcing shown in

Fig. 5. The individual jets have difficulty to propagate

more than a vertical wavelength and hence the forcing

must project instantaneously onto the EDJs in order to

maintain them. Consequently, the forcing exhibits a

similar vertical propagation as the EDJs. Furthermore,

the strong dissipation and the lack of forcing below

2500-m depth justify the assumption of a flat bottom

implicit in the use of vertical normal modes.

To identify the influence of the basin geometry and

the amount of damping on the model solutions, two

additional multimode runs, BOX and LOWVISC,

were conducted (see section 3a). As it turned out, the

FIG. 7. (left) Zonal wavelength estimated from the reconstructed zonal velocity variability at 1300-m depth.

Shown is the median as a solid line and values between the 25th and 75th percentile are shaded in dark gray and

between the 5th and 95th percentile in lighter gray. The blue dashed line indicates the zonal wavelength of the

gravest inviscid long equatorial Rossby wave associated with the dominant vertical mode and frequency of the

EDJs, and the red dashed line is the wavelength of the respective equatorial Kelvin wave. Estimates by

Youngs and Johnson (2015) are shown as blue circles and error bars. (right) Amplitude of zonal velocity

fluctuations associated with the EDJs at 1300-m depth. The black line encloses the region in which the zonal

wavelength is estimated.

FIG. 8. (black) Power input and (red) the vertical flux of energy

for the 1650-day variability based on the experiments CTRL (solid

lines) and LOWVISC (dashed lines). Both the power input and the

vertical energy flux are averaged over one period and along the

equator. A reference density of 1024 kgm23 was used for unit

conversion.
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results of BOX are almost indistinguishable from the

previous results (not shown), which indicates that the

details of the basin geometry do not have a significant

impact on the amplitude and phase of zonal velocity

along the equator associated with vertical modes 13 to 23.

Figure 9 shows the reconstructed zonal velocity signal

along the equator using the LOWVISC output. The

amplitude maxima are at the same depth level as for

CTRL but, as expected, shifted to the west. Compared

to CTRL, the regions where the amplitude exceeds e21

of its maximum do cover a broader zonal range, and

the estimated zonal wavelength is more uniform with

depth. The vertical wavenumber, however, is not af-

fected by the choice of eddy viscosity, and the merid-

ional width is 20% smaller than observed and 25%

smaller than for CTRL. Generally, the maximum

amplitude of zonal velocity is 25% lower compared to

CTRL, since, because of the westward shift of the

zonal velocity maximum with decreasing eddy vis-

cosity, less forcing is required to produce the same

signal at 238W where the multimode model is fitted.

This is also evident from the forcing derived on the

basis of LOWVISC output, shown in Fig. 5. While the

unfiltered forcing compares well with CTRL, the fil-

tered forcing is considerably weaker. However, the

structure of the vertical profiles of the power input and

vertical energy flux agree well for both cases, as shown

in Fig. 8, which shows that the relationship between

the power input and the vertical energy flux is not

dependent on the choice of lateral eddy viscosity but is

an intrinsic feature of the dynamics. These qualitative

and quantitative agreements of CTRL, BOX, and

LOWVISC argue for the robustness of the results pre-

sented here.

4. Summary and discussion

We have used a linear multimode shallow-water

model, consisting of one independent shallow-water

model for each vertical normal mode, to estimate the

vertical structure of the forcing that is required to

drive a linear representation of the equatorial deep jets

(EDJs) as they are observed at 238W on the equator.

The model was set up to resemble the equatorial At-

lantic basin, and the forcing frequency was determined

from moored observations at 238W. We showed that

more than 50% of the observed zonal flow variability at

the mooring location may be represented by oscilla-

tions at three distinct periods: the semiannual cycle, the

annual cycle, and the EDJs’ period of 1650 days. Each

of these three periods have the most energy in the

vertical normal modes that form resonant baroclinic

equatorial basin modes at these periods, indicating the

crucial importance of linear equatorial dynamics for

the given modes of variability. The zonal velocity var-

iability could be explained not only at intermediate

depth, but also in the depth range occupied by the

Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC), whose variability at

annual and semiannual time scales can be linked to

basin-mode resonance (Brandt et al. 2016). For the

EDJs, the importance of resonance was demonstrated

by subsampling the baroclinic modes, by which we

could show that 3% of the diagnosed forcing variance

drives 78% of the velocity variance. The subsampled

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 6, but based on multimode experiment LOWVISC.
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forcing closely resembles the vertical structure of the

EDJs over a considerable depth range and hence sup-

ports the hypothesis of in situ maintenance of the jets

(Ascani et al. 2015) between 500 and 2500m.

We were also able to faithfully reconstruct the EDJ

signal along the equator, where especially the zonal

wavelength of the jets, the zonal distribution of am-

plitude, and the meridional width are sensitive to the

choice of lateral eddy viscosity. Confirmation of these

three quantities through additional, deep-reaching,

moored zonal velocity observations along and across

the equator (within 18 either side) would help to fur-

ther assess the intensity of lateral mixing in the mul-

timode model and to reduce the uncertainty in the

estimated forcing. The zonal velocity has a vanishing

amplitude below 2500-m depth, regardless of the

model configuration used for the reconstruction, which

is well above the crest of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.

Hence, the EDJs are unlikely to feel the influence of

the bottom topography, making the assumption of a

flat bottom appropriate.

One puzzling aspect of EDJ observations is the ab-

sence of upward phase and downward energy propa-

gation. Since the source of energy is at intermediate

depth, the energy should propagate away in both di-

rections, up and down. However, the diagnosed forcing

solely exhibits downward phase propagation and pro-

jects only onto jets having downward phase and up-

ward energy propagation. Hence, any signal having

upward phase and downward energy propagation is

not reinforced and decays relatively quickly, compared

to the period of the EDJs, due to strong dissipation.

Consequently, the prevailing downward phase propa-

gation of the EDJs requires the forcing to also have

downward phase propagation, a finding that is robust

with respect to the choice of lateral eddy viscosity or

basin geometry. In the context of nonlinear interaction

of two intraseasonal Yanai waves, as proposed by

Ascani et al. (2015) as a possible driving mechanism

for the EDJs, the requirement for their product to

have a downward phase propagation only allows for

certain combinations of waves. Long-lasting observa-

tions of zonal and meridional velocity in the interme-

diate depth range of the Atlantic Ocean might help to

identify possible pairs of waves, whose nonlinear product

projects onto the diagnosed forcing structure and hence

are able to drive the EDJs.

One major simplification in the model setup was

the assumption of a uniform horizontal structure of

the forcing. This choice wasmotivated by the fact that the

zonal wavelength of the EDJs is up to twice as long as

the equatorial Atlantic basin, which implies that the jets

themselves have little zonal structure apart from the

requirement to fit the basin width. Additionally, a uni-

form forcing mitigates spurious Ekman pumping off the

equator and, consequently, only excites equatorial

waves and coastal Kelvin waves. We acknowledge

that the uniform zonal structure of the forcing likely

has an impact on the estimated power input; however,

there is no good reason to choose any other structure

without further knowledge of the governing driving

mechanism. Additionally, a lack of power input by the

forcing off the equator in all model configurations

(not shown) supports the suitability of a uniform

meridional forcing structure.

Given the similarity in basin width and EDJ scales of

the Atlantic and Indian Oceans (Youngs and Johnson

2015), we suggest that the results presented here can be

transferred to the Indian Ocean; however, noting that

for final certainty, observations of sufficient quality in

the Indian Ocean are missing at present. In the Pacific,

the basin is approximately 3 times wider compared

to the Atlantic. Additionally, the EDJs are of smaller

vertical scale and hence are associated with higher ver-

tical modes, resulting in periods about 3 times longer

than in the Atlantic (Youngs and Johnson 2015). Based

on the scaling argument of Greatbatch et al. (2012) and

the scales provided by Youngs and Johnson (2015), the

eddy viscosity that is needed to broaden the EDJs by

50% in the Pacific is about one-third of that required in

the Atlantic. It remains unclear at this point why the

effective viscosity in the Pacificmust be lower than in the

Atlantic Ocean. One possible process leading to dissi-

pation of the EDJs and being mimicked by the lateral

mixing of momentum is the cross-equatorial advection

of the EDJs by intraseasonal Yanai waves as suggested

by synoptic observations (Muench et al. 1994; Gouriou

et al. 2001; Dengler and Quadfasel 2002; Bourlès et al.
2003). The advection of the jet cores disrupts their

geostrophic balance and hence results in the shedding of

gravity waves and loss of EDJ energy. Another possi-

bility, as pointed out by Ascani et al. (2015), is the

nonlinear self-interaction of theEDJs via the uux term in

the zonal momentum balance that acts as a sink of energy

for the EDJs in the model used byAscani et al. (2015; see

also Greatbatch 1985, his section 6). Both processes may

differ in strength in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans,

which might result in different eddy viscosities in these

basins. However, a careful observational analysis of the

cross-equatorial structure, a possible meridional mi-

gration of the EDJs, and the magnitude of the non-

linear self-advection would be required to shed light on

this problem.

Finally, we want to emphasize that the method pre-

sented in this work, which is fitting of a multimode

shallow-water model to observations, can be applied to
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a range of linear problems covering externally driven or

strongly periodic variability in regions where bathyme-

try is not important. Its power relies on the fact that the

vertical structure of the forcing is not required a priori

but is obtained by least squares fitting to observations.

One possible application, to be discussed elsewhere, is

the fitting of sea surface height from a wind-driven

equatorial multimode model to altimeter data, which

could improve our understanding of the time-varying

equatorial circulation.
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